Children Suffering of Various Forms of Abuses
Lower level of knowledge and information on child issues including child rights and child protections among community people, poverty, ignorance of parents
and poor level of enforcement of child related existing laws all together have put millions of children in Nepal at the risk of abuses. child sexual abuse, child labor
exploitation, corporal and psychological punishment, homelessness, harassment, discrimination, abduction, child marriage, child trafficking, bullying, child
pornography, child separation and neglect are few of child abuses heavily prevalent in Nepal.
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A domestic child labor
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caused by corporal punishment
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Activities that Access is Undertaking to Combat Child Abuses Particularly Child Domestic Labor
To protect children from the various forms of abuses, ACCESS carries out the activities aiming to provide an informal education to out of school children
particularly child domestic labors; educate and mobilize the community people for the child protection; orient the children on child rights, child sexual abuse
enabling them to identify abuse thereby protecting themselves and to lodge complaint to concerned authority ; and sensitize and hold accountable the duty
bears such as parents, school and government agency including local government agency such as VDC, ward to address the child rights violation. Access also
provides legal and medical service to abused children in collaboration with like-minded organization. Education through training, orientation, mass awareness,
non formal education center, school education scholarship support is key intervention tool of Access to mitigate child abuse.
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VDC secretary with child labors
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Renowned artist, Mr. Madan
nd
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expressed solidarity and pleaded to
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Child labors studying at our Out
reach Center which aims to
motivate child labors to
withdraw from labor and go to
school
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community school
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